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Abstract. Displaying large quantities of real estate listings for sale on 
map is a challenging problem due to limited display capacity of web 
browsers.  Hugos is an application that helps people in California make 
house-purchase decisions. In this paper, we first present Hugos' 
adaptive UI that selectively displays house listings by inferring user 
preferences. We then talk about its smart recommendation system that 
recommends real estate listings base on user-UI interaction. Finally, we 
discuss using SVM to estimate missing house listing values such as 
house price and size. The application utilizes techniques primary in 
Machine Learning and Statistical Analysis.   

1. Introduction 

Arguably, the best way to display real estate listings (‘listings’) for sale is to 
show them directly on web-based map application such as Google Map.  The 
primary challenge that hinders such implementation is web browsers’ limited 
display capacities.  Displaying 300+ icons on map may make a browser 
unstable.  Aiming to simplify User Interface (UI) and display reasonable 
qualities of listings on map at the same time, we developed an adaptive UI 
and smart real estate recommender for Hugos. 

Hugos is a web application that facilitates the house hunting process.  
In the paper, we focus on Hugos Street Layer (HSL), where aforementioned 
technologies are implemented.   We provide an overview of HSL in section 2, 
introduce the adaptive UI and smart real estate recommender in section 3, 
and then discuss why and how we estimate missing real estate values in 
section 4.  Finally, we give our conclusion in section 5. 

2. Hugos Street Layer  

HSL’s front-end is a web-based application
i
.  HSL uses Google Map’s (‘map’) 

APIs
ii
, and takes advantage of map’s UI.  Listings for sale are displayed 

directly on map as icons.  Each listing’s associated price is displayed below its 
icon.  At any given time, HSL can display up to ~200 listings on map.  Up to 
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100 listings are retrieved from Hugos backend (‘backend’), and another ~100 
listings can be acquired by HugosBot (Figure 1 & Figure 2) at runtime while 
browsing HSL.  Abridged listing information is shown when mouse-over a 
listing icon, and detailed information can be obtained by clicking on a listing 
icon. Click on a listing triggers HSL’s recommender; and enlarged icons 
indicate HSL recommended listings. 

Whenever user zoom-in or drags and moves the map’s focus region, 
Hugos updates and retrieves a new set of real estate listings from backend.  
Adaptive UI is used to guide listing retrieval when such update occurs. 

HSL doesn’t provide UI to upload listings.  Inspired by Google’s 
MapReduce programming model [1] and MIT Piggy Bank’s [2] screen 
scrapers, a browser-based JavaScript Deep Web [3] crawler – HugosBot – is 
implemented to crawl and extract information from real estate websites.  
Backend tasks each Hugosbot to crawl portion(s) of websites based on user’s 
browsing geo-location, and each Hugosbot is required to retrieve, transform, 
filter, and send back new listings to backend.  This is made possible by YQL

iii
, 

which implements CORS
iv

 that bypasses the Same Origin Policy that is 
enforced on all major browsers.  HugosBot currently only crawls Yahoo! Real 
Estate website for listings, but with pluggable mediator (each mediator is used 
to handle one specific domain’s data) architecture, HSL can be easily 
extended to extract information from other real estate websites.  Politeness 
timer is used to limit Hugosbot activities so that it doesn’t negatively impact 
user’s browsing experience, and the timer is also used to prevent Hugosbot 
from crawling web pages too often and too quickly (which can result in 
temporary IP blocks by crawled websites).  

  
     Fig. 1. Hugos Street Layer Architecture                  Fig. 2   
 
 

3. Adaptive UI and Smart Recommender 

There are two types of meaningful interactions which a user can perform on a 
listing icon on map: mouse-over and click.  If user mouse-over an icon, then 



user is likely to take some interest of the listing, and it means user likes a 
listing if he clicks its icon.  Based on these interpretations of UI interactions, 
we need to minimize the number of uninteresting listings, maximize number of 
interesting listings, and recommend some houses user might like. 
 One reason a user mouse-over an icon is the listing’s price that is 
displayed directly below the listing’s icon (the other possibility/factor is listing’s 
location, which is controlled by map and bounded by map’s displayed region).  
We also infer that a user clicks on an icon is due to one or more variables 
displayed in the mouse-over information window; the mouse-over information 
window displays number of bathrooms, number of bedrooms, and Building 
size.  With these two observations, we record user mouse-over and click 
events.  For each mouse-overed listing, we record its price exactly once (i.e. 
we don’t re-record the same listing’s price from repeated mouse-overs).  Since 
a click implies positive confirmation of price, we record the listing price once 
more.  We also record the number of bathrooms, number of bedrooms, and 
building size of the clicked listing.  All subsequent clicks of recorded house are 
ignored.  Additionally, we log the geo-location of the listing of the last click 
event for recommendation system. 
 The core of adaptive UI is the Adaptive user Preference Learner 
(APL).  APL provides guidance on what type of listings should be retrieved and 
displayed on UI.  APL’s goal is to increase listing retrievals’ precisions while at 
least maintaining recalls.  Since APL resides in user’s browser, it must learn 
user preferences efficiently and quickly.  At the beginning when user first 
loaded HSL, APL has no user interactions history, so there are no constraints 
on real estate listings retrieved from backend.  After five or more listing prices 
are recorded into user interaction history, future listing retrievals are 
constrained on listing price using the following formula: median(RLP)  ± 
StDev(RLP), where RLP is the set of recorded listing prices, median is the 
function to find median value of RLP, and StDev is the function to compute 
standard deviation of RLP.  Constraints are set in the same way for other 
parameters when history has at least three records of respective types. 
 If more than half of the recorded interactions are genuine user 
preferences, then APL will not worsen user experience.  At worst, interaction 
history has few outliers that create high standard deviation, which widen the 
upper and lower bounds of a constraint.  As standard deviation goes to infinity, 
we have zero as lower bound (there’s no negative values on a listing) and 
positive infinity as upper bound; and these unconstrained bounds represent 
the original condition without using APL.  Under normal usage, as user 
interacts more with HSL’s UI, APL computed constraints converge to true user 
preferences.  Since computation of APL is O(n), APL is efficient and APL 
doesn’t need many training data, so it’s quick.  To prevent “lock-in” - where 
user cannot view listings outside of constrained ranges – backend returns at 
most 70% of the real estate listings using APL constraints.  The rest of the 
listings are retrieved using default, unconstrained algorithm.   
 While APL can adapt to user preferences and provides constraints on 
real estate listing retrievals, it works only when HSL updates.  Furthermore, it 
doesn’t provide immediate visual guidance to help user spotting most relevant 



results from potentially large collection of displayed listings.  To help user 
quickly locates interesting listings on HSL, we use a recommendation system 
base on Reverse k-Nearest Neighbor (RKNN) [4].   

RKNN is an unsupervised clustering method that, based on one 
sample, classifies k nearest nodes to be the same class of the sample.  When 
user clicks on a house, the clicked house becomes the sample, and we want 
to find ten other houses similar to it.  In order to compute “nearest,” we use 
similarity measure that has following features: listing price, distance to sample, 
building size, number of bedrooms, and number of bathrooms.  Since the 
magnitudes of feature differences are important, we use the Euclidean 
Distance (ED).  In order to reformulate the importance of different features 
and unify the meanings of their values, we normalize all features to between 0 
and 1.  We then assign weights to the price, distance, size, bedrooms and 
bathrooms as 5,3,2,1,1 respectively.  The chosen weights are based on 
intuition only.  The modified formula of ED is ∑ | Si – Ji |*W i, where S is user 
clicked sample, J is the j

th
 listing of all displayed listings, W is the feature 

weight vector, and i is the i
th
 feature and its associated weight.  Once ED is 

computed for all listings, the 10 nearest - RKNN distance wise - houses are 
recommended to Hugos user. Based on visual inspection, RKNN-based 
recommendation system recommends houses that are feature-wise similar to 
the sampled house.  RKNN is also efficient with run time of O(n). 

4. Missing value estimation 

Since HugosBot crawls website(s) for information, there will be house listings 
which have missing values (such as listing size, number of bedrooms, etc.). 
As both APL and RKNN rely on complete real estate listing data to function 
accurately, we need a way to fill in missing values. Because most of the 
information is complete, we can use the complete house information from 
nearby areas to predict the missing values.  

By observation, we have 4 different types of missing values, which are 
missing house price, missing house square, missing number of house 
bedroom, and missing number of house bathroom. To predict these values, 
we use multi-class Support Vector Machine (SVM) technique [5] and treat the 
missing value problem as classification problem. We treat house_price, 
house_square, house_type, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms each, 

minus the missing values, as a dimension of input vector ix , and the label iy  

is the missing values we need to predict.  We get:  
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And for kernel function, we choose Gaussian Radial Basis 
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On one hand, the number of bedrooms and number of bathrooms originally 
have discrete values so that we can apply classification directly. On the other 
hand, they are continuous and we cannot treat them as labels for listing’s size 
and price. Therefore, we bucketize these values by treating each label as a 
range of square or price. Price is bucketize at 10,000 interval, and size is at 
500 interval. We calculate the accuracy on whether the true value falls in the 
correct bucket. The predicted value of range label is its range’s mean. 

Based on the type of missing values and their nearby regions’ real 
estate listing information, we generate a set of SVM training models. We use 
these models to predict missing values. To give user better browsing 
experience, we separate the training process and prediction process. The 
training process is used to train and update models, and it’s done offline on a 
separate process. When prediction is need, we retrieve the models and do 
prediction online. Since the complexity of applying SVM-trained model is 
linear, the predictions are computed very efficiently. 

We cross-check SVM prediction results with Linear Regression (LR) 
and, based on limited training and test data we have, preliminary results 
shows SVM is ~30% more accurate (35% vs 63.9%).   

5. Conclusion  

In this paper, we presented Hugos Street Layer’s adaptive UI and 
recommendation system, as well as backend’s missing value estimator.  We 
use statistical analysis techniques to learn user’s preferences, and we show 
such technique under normal usage improves user experience.  We introduce 
RKNN, and we explain how it recommends listings to users.  We then talk 
about how we use multi-label SVM to estimate missing listing values and how 
its performance compares to LR’s.   
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